mailFactory FloorMonitor

Manage your Production with the
mailFactory FloorMonitor
In most mail production environments, the use of mailFactory Reporter will give the users
the information that they require for production and efficiency numbers. However, to
meet the needs of those customers that need a real time reporting solution that can be
monitored from anywhere in the mailroom mailFactory FloorMonitor was created.

Kern ADF
Automated Document Factory: Kern
provides individually tailored
software solutions to optimize the
monitoring and management of Kern
system processes.

Benefits of mailFactory
FloorMonitor
Increased Productivity and Efficiency
The FloorMonitor was designed to increase efficiency and productivity while reducing
labor and waste costs. The FloorMonitor monitors all data from the floor and compiles it
in an easy to read and customizable black screen with data-driven color and clear numeric display for quick comprehension. With the FloorMonitor the operator can be more
productive than ever thought possible by managing uptime and machine and operator
performance specifics all from the comfort of an ergonomically designed and user
friendly job management system. The easy to use graphical user interface (GUI) is easily
customizable and can be used to focus on a variety of different tasks. With the FloorMonitor production targets can be set and tracked while the operator is automatically
updated about new jobs and job progress. The FloorMonitor can add optimal performance to any production facility. The increased efficiency implemented by the FloorMonitor quickly pays for itself by increased productivity.

Mobile Connectivity
The software for mailFactory FloorMonitor is
a web based application and has been installed on the company’s web server. All of
the preconfigured variables will be setup
according to the requirements for the project. Future enhancements to the product
will allow for manually updating the expected numbers when they change. To run
the mailFactory FloorMonitor application all
the user has to do is open Internet Explorer
and navigate to the web-site provided for
mailFactory FloorMonitor.

Versatility
The FloorMonitor displays machine
up-time statistics and operator and
machine production statistics. The
FloorMonitor displays mail jobs waiting to run and running with estimated completion times in regards
to SLA.
User Friendly
The FloorMonitor is easily customizable and automatically updates operators about critical information. Job
progress and new jobs can easily be
set and tracked and the FloorMonitor
allows operators to manage uptime
and machine and operator performance with unsurpassed efficiency.
Easily Navigable
The FloorMonitor automatically cycles through updates on Enterprise
Throughput, Site Throughput, Operator Productivity, Operator Efficiency,
and Job SLA’s. The operator can easily pause any screen and manually
cycle through to reach the desired
information.
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The success of our customers is the
most important part of our business.
At Kern, we believe that we don’t succeed unless our customers succeed.
Fast machines, advanced technology,
and outstanding technical support
are the fundamental strengths of
what we do. By establishing a mutually beneficial partnership, both our
customers and Kern are able to
achieve success and we back it up
with a guarantee.

Automatic and Manual
The screens will switch about every 15 seconds and update about every 5 seconds while
they are being displayed. Even though this software was designed to be displayed on
large LCD screens in the mail production environment it can also be used directly from
any computer with a web browser. With this in mind there are manual controls so the
user can switch between screens and only display the screen that would be most useful
to them.

Product Properties
With the extensive informational fields offered by the FloorMonitor, operators are given
all the information needed to maximize productivity. Applications of the FloorMonitor
inform the operator of target mail production totals compared to actual mail production
totals. There is a graphical progress bar to see how easily the job is coming along. There
is a color coded status bar that shows green if the machine is running, yellow if the machine is stopped or in ready mode, or red if the machine is in error. With the range of
applications the FloorMonitor offers, operators have all the information they need to
maximize their mail production.

“Your Kern product is guaranteed to
provide a minimum of Ten Years of production grade output, when maintained
under a Kern Full Service Maintenance
Agreement. If we can’t fix it, we’ll replace it. Period.”
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